Controlled substance management system
Pyxis® CIISafe™ system

Clinical
Availability
Facilitates controlled substance availability.

Detailed Reporting
Pyxis BioID™ ensures secured access via fingerprint verification.

Operational
Flexibility
Adaptable and extendable solution that is adjustable to the needs of the pharmacy.

Increased Security
Enforces regulatory access, transparency and movement requirements.

Workflow Optimisation
Through automation, time spent on inventory management is reduced.

Stock Accuracy
Supports just-in-time stock holding by streamlining tracking and reconciliation.

Financial
Cost Management
Capital allocated to inventory is optimised.

Standardisation
Automation minimises manual recording and reconciliation requirements.

Data
Controlled substance documentation is provided for up to 7 years.
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Pyxis® CIISafe™ system

Controlled substance management system

The Pyxis® CIISafe™ system improves controlled substance inventory and information management through automated tracking from point of purchase to removal for patient administration. With the Pyxis® CIISafe™ system, hospital-wide controlled substance data can be managed centrally for focused control and accurate compliance reporting.

Benefits

- Facilitates compliance with regulatory and legal standards.
- Maintains accurate and readily retrievable real-time data for audits.
- Provides transparent overview of stock replenishment.
- Detects diversion proactively.
- Maintains Controlled Substance Administration Records.
- Combined with Pyxis® MedStation™ system and Pyxis PARx® system it provides an end to end controlled substance management process.

Key features

- Expanded functionality
  - Increases reporting capabilities and flexibility to define user privileges.
  - Improves ease-of-use for new and untrained users, including the intuitive Pyxis® touch screen user interface.
  - Increases security with Pyxis® BioID biometric security system.
  - Integrates with Pyxis PARx® for pharmacy auto-replenishment system and Pyxis® SMART Remote Manager for automated temperature sensitive medication dispensing.

- Information management and diversion detection features
  - Stores years of controlled substance data and provides activity reports and discrepancy reports at one reporting centre.
  - Generates reports to assist with local regulatory-associated audits.
  - Produces proactive diversion search reports to help identify and expose possible diversion in initial stages.

- Inventory management features
  - Provides re-order quantities based on utilisation and configurable par levels, potentially increasing inventory turns by providing just-in-time inventory.
  - Produces inventory reports including a monthly summary of all transaction activities and month-end balances for each controlled substance.
  - Automates pick and deliver for medication cabinets and verifies Pyxis® Medstation® cabinet replenishment.

Pyxis® CIISafe™ control station with single and double auxiliary units